MODULAR AND FLEXIBLE SYSTEM
INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY
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EXTENSIVE TRACEABILITY
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Individually boards from 75° to 86°
Supports harnesses up to 11 m (36 feet) long
**EASYWIRING**, the best choice for **PRODUCTION** and **PROTOTYPING** of electrical harnesses

- Quick set-up of harness on the board
- Streamline the production of new harnesses
- Reduce errors thanks to guided work steps
- Deploy revisions to harness designs immediately
- Reduce training time of cabling technicians

**Computer Aided Manufacturing**

- Easy-to-understand instructions
- **LED display**
- Very fast access to needed information: PDF, photo, and video instructions
- Interactive information windows
- Solid and robust construction
- Optimization of workshop space
- Centralized data management

- Sliding tray (tools, wireless keyboard)
- Follow production indicators in real time
- Mobile
- Polycarbonate or safety glass protection
- Possibility to adjust the angle of inclination
- Wire supports mounted on suction cups for rapid reconfiguration

**HARDWARE**
- Modular frame + screen(s)
- Protective layer for the screen
- Set of wire support accessories

**SOFTWARE**
- 3 versions: harness board, supervision/methods, cabling station
- OS: Windows 7/10

**WARRANTY**
- 1 year, 3 years for the displays
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